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TECRNICAL MEMORANDUM.
4.
EVIDENCE LINKING CORONAL MASS EJECTIONS WITH
INTERPLANETARY "MAGNETIC CLOUDS"
INTRODUCTION
Recently, Burlaga et al, [ 1 ] i;ivestigated the configuration of the interplanetary magnetic field in
a flow behind a shock using Voyager, Helios, and IMP 8 observations. For that single event, they found
the configuration to be suggestive of an ordered "magnetic cloud, 91 ?pproximately 0,5 AU in radial extent
and >30 deg in azimuthal extent, Further, each spacecraft, as it transited the magnetic cloud, observed
that the magnetic-field direction in the cloud changed by rotating nearly parallel to a plane, In a subse-
quent paper, Kiehl and Burlaga [2] (hereafter referred to as KB) extended their study of their inter-
planetary phenomenon, discussing statistically the characteristR,,.s of 45 magnetic clouds observed near
Earth by a number of individual spacecraft over a solar cycle (1967-1978). They noted that magnetic
clouds pass Earth at the rate: of at least one every 3 months and that they possess several common
characteristics related to their structure and dynamics, Though the clouds present common characteris-
tics and were thought to represent one phenomenon, they were found in three environments at 1 AU.
Therefore, KB sub-divided the 45 magneti, clouds into three groups; (a) those following shocks (13
examples); (b) those preceding interaction regions (16 examples); and (c) those associated with CME's
(i.e., Cold Magnetic Enhancements; 16 examples). Because of the quantitative similarities between their
physical parameters (e,g., mass, speed, occurrence rate ks corrected for data gaps, and internal magnetic-
field strength) and those extrapolated for coronal mass ejections, KB suggested that magnetic clouds may
be 1-AU manifestations of coronal mass ejections (also see Burlaga and Behannov [3] and Burlaga et al,
[4,51).
In an effort to evaluate this hypothesis, a study was undertaken of the 35 post-1970 KB events
to ascertain if a one-to-one correlation existed between a magnetic-cloud observation and the occurrence
of a candidate solar event thought to be diagnostic of a coronal mass ejection and occurring at the
appropriate earlier time. For the clouds following interplanetary shocks, where the obvious proxy solar
activity is a meter-wave type II burst [6], results are consistent with such a one-to-one correlation. The
results allow such a correlation for the other two classes of clouds but do not require it; the appropriate
observable solar events, which should be considered to be proxy for the observation of a coronal mass
ejection, are not obvious in these latter two classes.
METHOD
Figure 1 shows a schematic solar cycle for the period of interest and the approximate occurrence
dates of the magnetic clouds. In the figure, "X" denotes the occurrence of a pre-1970 cloud not studied
in this investigation; "RZ" is the smoothed Zurich sunspot number. This study relates particularly to the
events which occurred at the time of the dots, (a) 9 clouds following shocks, (b) 13 clouds preceding
interaction regions, and (c) 13 clouds associated with CME's. The division into subgroups (a), (b), and
(c) is made solely on the basis of the environment in which the clouds are found at 1 AU; it is argued in
KB that the satellite data do not suggest that there are systematic or causal differences between the
clouds of separate subgroups. Therefore, in KB it is suggested that the three types of clouds might be
manifestations of a single phenomenon,
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Figure 1. Magnetic cloud occurrence versus solar cycle (1964-1980). Cycle 20 and the rise-portion
of cycle 21 are plotted schematically. Magnetic clouds are indicated by X and i in a 3-tier
scheme corresponding to the subgroups of magnetic clouds identified by Klein and
Burlaga (1982), The subgroups are; (a) following shocks; (h.•) preceding
interaction regions; and (c) associated with CME's.
Table 1, adapted from KB, is entifies the number, average duration, average solar wind speed,
and average travel time by subgroup and for all 45 magnetic clouds. The clouds are found to have an
average duration of 25,6 hr, and the average solar wind speed during cloud passages is 416 km s -l . These
numbers imply that the average radial extent of magnetic clouds is about 0,25 A.U. Average travel time,
Sun to 1 AU, is simply 1 AU (= 1.5 x 10 8 km) divided by the average speed. Thus, clouds average
about 4,3 days transit time. Solar wind speeds were obtained from tabulations compiled by King G7-91,
TABLE 1, INTERPLANETARY CLOUD SUMMARY DATA
SUBGROUP	 NO.EVENTS	 MEAN DURATION I AVERAGESPEE0 2	AVERAGE TRAVELTIME3
MAGNETIC CLOUD FOLLOWING SHOCK (e) 	 13	 26,2	 463,0	 92.4
MAGNETIC CLOUD PRECEDING AN	 16	 20,6	 411,1	 105.0
INTERACTION REGION
	
(b)
MAGNETIC CLOUD ASSOCIATED WITH	 16	 30.0	 302,4	 109.9
ACME	 (e)
ALL MAGNETIC CLOUDS 	 45	 25.6	 4102	 103.1
(MEAN DURATION IN HR.
2AVERAGE SPEED IN km 
3AVERAGE TRAVEL TIME IN HR.
v	 R.
,
2
KB's suggestion that magnetic clouds and coronal mass ejections are closely linked appears to be
well-founded,, since some of the physical properties of clouds End mass ejections (especially average speed
and mass) are quantitatively quite similar. The magnetic cloud average speed is about 420 kra ;" 1 , and
estimated average mass is about 2 x 10 15 g; coronal transient average speed is about 470 km s-1 and
average excess mass is in the range 4 x 10 15g [ 10) to 8 x 10 158 [ 11) J. Also, in KB it was noted that
coronal mass ejections are always observed to leave the vicinity of the Sun (apparently never to return)
and to expand as they move outward; magnetic clouds similarly move outward and likewise appear to be
expanding (even at 1 AU and beyond [3) ),
Coronai mass ejections have Wen associated by many investigators with such solar phenomena
as flares, ascending or eruptive prominences, disparitions brusque, sprays, surges, type I1 and/or IV and
gradual-rise-and-fall (GRID) radio events, long-decay X-ray events (LDE), prompt interplanetary protons,
and white-light coronal transients (e.g., [ 12.40) ). Indeed, many of these phenomena appear to be closely
interrelated; for example, white-light coronal transients have been associated with eruptive prominences
and flares, LDE's and GRF's with eruptive prominences (or disparitions brusque/disappearing filaments
when seen against the solar disk), and type II and IV radio events with flares and eruptive prominences,
Thus, the modus operandi for investigating the premise that magnetic clouds are the 1-AU manifestation
of coronal mass ejections was to search records within appropriate time windows fox the occurrence of
those phenomena, regarding them as indicative or diagnostic of the occurrence of coronal mass ejections.
The occurrence data regarding solar phenomena was extracted from the Prompt Reports and Compre-
hensive Reports of Solar Geophysical Data (SGD).
Using the occurrence of clouds as defined and tabulated in KB and solar wind speed data from
King's [7-9] compilations for these events (in particular, the minimum observed solar wind speed, VMIN,
and the maximum, VMAX), a temporal window for each cloud was computed within which a diagnostic
event would have had to occur at the Sun to signal the initiation of an ejection event capable of reaching
the spacecraft observing the cloud, These periods are called "cloud" or "event" windows, For example,
in Table Il, event 5 is a magnetic cloud that commenced on January 21 at 0300 UT (JAN 21.125) and
had a duration of about 21 lir, During this interval, King's data reveal VMIN and VMAX to be 416 and
472 km s-1 , respectively. Thus, the event-wuidow begin date/time is simply the cloud occurrence date/
time corrected for the travel time, presuming a constant VMIN over the 1-AU distance. That is, 21,125
­I AU/VMIN " 16.952, or JAN 16 — 2300 UT. Similarly, the solar event-window end date/time for this
cloud is 21,125 -1 AUNMAX ° 17.447, or JAN 17 — 1100 UT. Then, using the SGD, reports were listed
of phenomena thought to be diagnostic of mass ejection events occurring witliin the windows. Because
it is be zwed that the association between proxy solar events and coronal mass ejections is poor, a "grab-
bag" approach was adopted and a list was made of all those phenomena which could easily be tabulated
using SGD, These were: locations, sizes, and rise and fall times of flares (especially flares annotated with
the letter codes H, L, R, U, and V meaning `flare accompanied by a high-speed dark filament,' `existing
filament shows signs of sudden activation,' `marked asymmetry in H-alpha line suggests ojection of high-
velocity material,' `two bright branches, parallel or converging,' and `occurrence of explosive phase,'
respectively); type I1 and IV radio events; radio gradual-rise-and-fall (GRF) events; and soft X-ray events.
To conclude, the reported phenomena that arose from a single event were grouped. For example, along
with the observance of a flare might go reports of type 11 and/or IV emission and a GRI T, all arising
about the same time, presumably from nearly the same solar location. It is assumed that such an event,
with a multiplicity of reported diagnostic phenomena, is more likely to indicate the presence of an
accompanying coronal mass ejection than is a solar event for which only a single diagnostic phenomenon
is reported.
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To determine that any associations that might be found between interplanetary clouds and solar
phenomena were not merely accidental coincidences, control periods when no magnetic clouds were
emitt:+d earthward were examin pe and the same "diagnostic" solar activity phenomena as for the cloud
windows were listed, Using these data, the frequency, types, and lo;;atlons of solar activity which
occurred when magnetic clouds were not emitted earthward were compared with the frequency, types,
and locations of activity which occurred around the time when clouds were emitted.
A control period, called a "pre-cloud" window, w p s selected for each reported cloud as follows,
To be sure that no cloud was emitted earthward during, control period, It was required that good
solar wind data exist at a later time, allowing for transit of a hypothetical cloud to l AU, but that no
cloud was reported in KB, For a target period of 24-hr duration, ending 72 hr before the event window
began, the existence of I AU solar wind data at the appropriate (transit) time later was verified. These
data were required to bft-, good enough (i,e,, no gaps in the solar wind coverage) to detect the passage of
a magnetic cloud had it occurred. The appropriate transit time was taken to ba the average transit time
of the class of clouds being considered; that is, for pre-cloud windows paired with subgroup (a) cloud
windows, the average transit tirne, of the subgroup (a) clouds were used, and similarly for subgroup (b)
and (c) pre-cloud windows. If the subsequent solar wind data were adequate, then the target period
became the pre-cloud window; gaps in the associated solar wind data caused a drift from the target period
sufficiently earlier or, rarely, later in time to ensure good solar wind data at l AU, a transit time later.
The shifted 24-hr period became the pre-cloud window in thQsc cases. This procedure ensured that no
cloud was emitted earthward during a pre-cloud window. The pre-cloud windows were chosen to be
24-hr in duration for convenience; the average durations of the cloud windows were 22, 22, and 18 llr
for subgroups (a), (b), and (e), respectively, Once the pre-cloud windows were identified, solar activity
phenomena were catalogued exactly as already described for the cloud windows.
The results of these data compilations and the implications which flow from them are presented
and discussed in the next section,
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The outcome of the search for proxy solar phenomena which would indicate the existence of
coronal mass rbjections is shown in the remaining tables of thus report, Tables 2, 4, and G summarize
information regarding the post-1970 magneti, clouds for each of the three subgroups, while'Tables 3,
5, and 7 summarize information pertinent to the phenomena which might serve as proxies for mass-
ejection events, The A portions of the odd-numbered tables are for the windows during which the mag-
netic clouds were emitted from the Sun, while the B portions refer to the pre-cloud windows, Note the
number of, flares (as reported in the SOD Comprehensive Report); annotated Tares (recall the H, L, R,
U, and V descriptions); GRF's; X-ray  events (as suggested by the tables of outstanding occurrences
and/or plots that are contained in the SGD); and type II and/or IV spectral radio events. Further, note
the number of events for which two or more diagnostic phenomena were observed and those for which
three or more were observed.
The notes below the A portion of the odd-numbered tables refer to candidate solar events which
might possibly be associated with the listed interplanetary magnetic clouds, The notes identify the
H-alpha importance, solar coordinates, date and start time (UT) of each flare; the II, L, R, U, and V
annotations, if any; the duration in minutes of any GRF's; the X-ray class; and the occurrence of type
II and/or IV radio events. The candidate solar events listed in the notes to the tables are those with
three or more reported diagnostic phenomena for magnetic clouds following shocks (Table 3A, except
for clouds 7, 11, and 13) and those with two or more reported diagnostic phenomena for magnetic
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clouds preceding interaction regions (Table s A.) and associated with CME's (Table 7A). For those diag-
nostic phenomena occurring singly, the correlative events chosen and listed are flares and/or GRF and
X-ray events listed in the SGD. (Type II radio events were always associated with flares and type IV
events with flare/GRF events), There were three magnetic cloud events for which no candidate aolar
event appears; in these cases, no occurrences of diagnostic phenomena were reported in the aGD during
the appropriate intervals. (One should note that the listing of GRF occurrences is based solely on the
SGD record and that this record may be incomplete. For instance, though SGD reports hours of cover-
age for observatories which report type II and IV phenomena, the hours of coverage are not reported
for observatories wluch normally report GRI T
 events.)
Examination of the A and B portions of the odd-numbered tables shows that typically there are
many proxy phenomena for each magnetic cloud, and almost equally many proxy phenomena during the
pre-cloud windows, when no near-Earth clouds were reported at the appropriate later times. Logically,
two explanations are allowed by this profusion of proxy phenomena in both cloud and pre-cloud
windom: (1) if indeed the selected, proxy phenomena indicate the existence of coronal mass ejections,
then there were mass ejections not only near the time of magnetic cloud emission from the Sun but also
at times when no magnetic cloud was reported; or (2) perhaps the selected solar phenomena are poor
proxies for the existence of coronal mass ejections.
An attempt was made to sort out these possibilities by examining clouds of subgroup (.a,), those
following interplanetary shocks. If the interplanetary shocks initiated by dynamical processes in the solar
wind are ignored, then it is expected that interplanetary shocks are typically the outwardly propagating
remnants of solar coronal shocks. Meter-wave type II bursts are diagnostic of coronal shocks [6], and
the shocks may be traced from the corona into the interplanetary medium by observing at lower and
lower frequencies as the Shocks propagate into regions of ever-decreasing density [41]. Meter-wave type
11 bursts are also diagnostic of the occurrence of coronal mass ejections [33]. Thus, it can be expected
that meter-wave type lI bursts are the proxy solar phenomenon which should serve as the linchpin in
establishing a connection between the clouds of subgroup (a) and coronal mass ejections.
When looking at TabIVV 3A and 3B, it is found that type II radio bursts occurred in six of the
nine cloud windows and occurred in three of the nine pre-cloud windows. Checking the central meridian
distance of the flares and sub-flares (approximately equal numbers) from which these radio bursts pre-
sumably originated, it is found that the radio bursts in the six cloud windows all occurred within 49 deg
of central meridian, while the radio bursts occurring during the pre-cloud windows were located farther
than 63 deg from central meridian. Surprisingly, all six of the radio bursts associated with clouds
occurred in the eastern hemisphere. To restate, of the nine magnetic clouds following interplanetary
shocks, six had type II radio bursts within 49 deg of central meridian in the temporal window during
which the :magnetic cloud was emitted from the Sun. In contrast, not one of the nine pre-cloud windows
had a meter-wave type II burst within 63 deg of central meridian passage.
These findings are entirely consistent with and support the idea that fast coronal mass ejections,
expelled nearly radially from the Sun and accompanied by coronal shocks, propagated through the
interplanetary medium to become the magnetic clouds detected at 1 AU and reported as subgroup (a )
events.
The choice of the "right" proxy solar;phenomenon or phenomena for the 26 magnetic clouds of
subgroups (b) and (c) is not so obvious. The meter-wave type II bursts which were so dramatically corre-
lated with the clouds following shocks are not expected to correlate well with the clouds of subgroups
(b) and (c) which are without shocks. This expectation is proven by the data: type Its occu red in
only one of these 26 cloud windows and in only three of the corresponding 26 pre-cloud windows, None
of these four radio bursts for the (b) and (,c) subgroups can be associated with flares or sub-flares within
14
r
47 deg of central meridian, since all the radio burst even t=- associated with subgroup (a) clouds occurred
within 49 deg of central meridian, it Is not surprising that clouds were not associated with these four
radio bursts,
Motivated by the proven association between coronal mass ejections and gradual-rise-and-tall
radio and LDE soft X-ray events [I6, 26, 271 and the belief that long-duration X-ray events tend to be
associated with long-duration H-alpha events [42, 43, 441, H-alpha duration and central meridian distance
were examined for each of the flares occurring during each of the cloud and pre-cloud windows. For
subgroup (a), long-duration H-alpha flares occurring during the cloud (pre-cloud) windows were clustered
around (away from) central merdian. However, no such pattern emerged for subgroups (b) and (c).
Combining the three cloud subgroups together, no indication was found that long-duration H-alplia flares
were more prevalent near central meridian during cloud windows than during pre-cloud windows. Thus,
even when coupled with longitude of occurrence, H-alplia duration of flares is not a good proxy phenom-
enon with which to correlate the existence of interplanetary magnetic clouds, and other proxy
phenomena do not suggest themselves, Despite this situation, it is believed that the longitudinal distribu-
tions of the sites of cloud-associated and non-cloud-associated type II radio bursts will yield information
on the size and directionality of emission of the clouds. In the non-association between solar events and
observed magnetic clouds, and in the tendency for subgroup (b) and (c) clouds to be slower, it is
believed there are further clues regarding the connection between coronal mass ejections and magnetic
clouds, These matters will be pursued in a subsequent paper. Also, the association between magnetic
clouds and X-ray LDEs is being investigated,
CONCLUSIONS
The most satisfying outcome of the present study would be to find that each magnetic cloud had
a single candidate solar event which indicated that a single coronal mass ejection occurred on the Sun in
the right place and, at the right time to become the observed interplanetary magnetic cloud, and that no
such candidate event occurred when no cloud was reported. In the near one-to-one association between
meter-wave, solar, type II radio bursts and magnetic clouds following interplanetary shocks this satisfying
outcome was found, For six of nine such magnetic clouds studied, there occurred a meter-wave type II
radio burst within 49 deg of central meridian in the temporal window during which the cloud was
emitted from the Sun. In the entire collection of 35 pre-cloud windows, during which no cloud was
expected to be emitted, no meter-wave type II radio bursts were found closer to central meridian than
E63 or W47. Thus, for clouds following shocks, meter-wave type II radio bursts occurring near central
meridian accompanied the emission of magnetic clouds, whatever the cloud's near-Sun appearance.
Because meter-wave type II radio bursts are well associated with coronal mass ejections [33j, they are
believed to be diagnostic of the emission of coronal mass ejections. Therefore, support is found for the
hypothesis that magnetic clouds are 1-AU manifestations of coronal mass ejections in the case of mag-
netic clouds following shocks.
For magnetic clouds preceding interaction regions subgroup (b) and clouds associated with cold
magnetic enhancements subgroup (c), it is less clear what proxy solar phenomena should be expected to
link clouds with coronal mass ejections. For these clouds, a rather large number of proxy solar events
were found around the times when the magnetic clouds were emitted toward Earth, but also nearly equal
numbers during selected control periods when clouds presumably were not emitted earthward. Thus,
these proxy events are of little value for diagnosing or predicting the existence of magnetic clouds. The
profusion of solar phenomena which are believed to give proxy indications of the existence of coronal
mass ejections is consistent with, but does not compel one to believe, the hypothesis that magnetic clouds
are 1 AU manifestations of coronal mass ejections.
1s
{^1In summary, it has been shown that for the generally fasten clouds following interplanetary
shocks, meter-wave type 1I radio bursts give good evidence that coronal mass ejections occurred in the
right places and times to become the magnetic clotirds detected at I AU. Also noted was the one
reported case of a fast coronal mass ejection which was observed by Burlaga et al. (5) to leave the limb
of the Sun and at the appropriate later time (about 42 hr to travel 0.5 AU) to pass over the Helios
spacecraft as a magnetic cloud following a shock„ Klein and Burlaga argue quite reasonably that all mag-
netic clouds are manifestations of the same phenomenon, Therefore, despite the lack of compelling evi-
dence for the clouds of subgroups (b) and (c), it is believed that coronal mass ejections, even slow ones, 1
do become interplanetary magnetic clouds,
t
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